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12th Annual Juried Exhibition of The Saint Louis Watercolor Society
We are pleased to announce our annual juried show is coming up this spring in April. The show will be held at the
Creative Art Gallery,
Gallery 3232 Ivanhoe, St. Louis, MO 63129. This gallery is a beautiful facility, and the staff does a very
professional job of representing the work. Typically about 200 paintings are submitted with 100 being accepted. This
show is always an excellent exhibition of the work of area watercolor artists and invites viewing from April 22 to May
28, 2011.
This annual exhibit is an opportunity for Saint Louis Watercolor Society members to achieve signature status, which is
awarded to a member who has been accepted into two juried shows within a ten-year period while still maintaining
his or her continuous membership in the SLWS. The exhibition is “juried” for acceptance as well as judged for awards,
and the juror/judge will be Charles Reid,
Reid an artist, teacher and author known around the world. He has authored
eleven books on painting which are directed toward students at all levels. His use of beautiful clean color and his
capture of light creates a look of freshness and spontaneity that immediately grabs your senses and brings you into his
work. His drawing skills are masterful. Born in Cambridge, NY and studied at the University of Vermont and the Art
Student’s League in New York, he is a member of many prestigious organizations including the National Academy
where he has won numerous awards. Charles Reid’s paintings are in private and corporate collections, and
educational institutions throughout the United States and the world. Reid will be conducting two SLWS April
workshops: April 11 through 15 and April 18 through 22, 2011. Prizes for the show will total $550 for the top 5
awards with additional Honorable Mentions at the judge’s discretion.
Show entry is by hand delivery. Up to three paintings may be submitted,
but no more than two will be accepted from any artist. The entry fee is $7
per painting for members and $12 per painting for non-members. All
paintings must be for sale and a 40% commission will be retained by the
gallery. Complete rules for exhibition are printed in the new directory
being distributed to members with this newsletter and can also be found on
our website, www.stlws.org.
www.stlws.org Receiving will be on Friday April 15, 10 a.m.
to noon, and Saturday, April 16, 10:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. The Opening
Reception will be Friday evening, April 29, from 6 to 8 p.m. Awards will
be announced at 7 p.m. Refreshments for the evening will be provided.
Retrieval will be Tuesday, May 31, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
This year we will once again be offering an e-card for exhibitors’ use to
announce the show to their family, friends and clients. The e-card will be
the postcard image and information that will also be available in hard copy
at receiving. The e-card will be distributed by email to members in April.

Folk Seagulls & Flowers, Baccaro
By Charles Reid
Available at
http://www.munsongallery.net/artist.asp?artist=11
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RIVERBOAT
PILOT HOUSE

MARILYN MACKRIS DEMONSTRATES
THE ART OF CHINESE BRUSH PAINTING
By Jane Hogg
China were the most highly appreciated arts
in court circles and were produced almost
exclusively by amateurs—aristocrats and
scholar-officials—who had the leisure time
necessary to perfect the technique and sensibility necessary for great brushwork.
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Chinese brush painting is an ancient art
form so Marilyn likes to do it their way
with their materials.
Marilyn, the guest artist at our October
membership meeting. studied art history,
but 6 years ago went to a class on Chinese
art and, having never seen anything like it,
fell in love with it. She has been pursuing
the art form for the last 6 years, starting by
copying from books.
Chinese brush painting differs from western
art in three ways:
Cultural context
Materials used
Techniques
Chinese brush painting reflects the culture
of China, which was influenced by Confucianism, a philosophy that emphasized personal and governmental morality, correctness of social relationships, justice and sincerity, and Daoism, a philosophy focusing
on the relationship between humanity and
the cosmos, emphasizing to act naturally
and not willfully try to oppose or tamper
with how reality is moving.
Chinese brush painting starts with ideas on
what the artist wants people to see:
• Contemplation
• Meditation
• Balance and harmony of nature
Reminder of the ideal life – Confucianism
One of the most important parts of Chinese
brush painting is the “qi,” the dynamic energy that fills the universe: all things are
one – all living things are in this qi; all have
order. Nature paintings are very primary.
To understand this painting tradition, we
can’t use our American or European eyes to
look at the paintings. These paintings are
very calming; they represent an ideal.
In imperial times (beginning with the Eastern Jin Dynasty), painting and calligraphy in

The “Four Treasures” in Chinese brush
painting are the following materials:
• Ink Stone (slate) - vessel in which a
small amount of water is added and in
which the ink stick is rotated in one direction to grind the ink into a syrupy, bubbly
consistency. While grinding the ink stick in
the ink stone, the artist should be thinking
about the essence of their painting.
• Ink Stick - made of collected soot from
burnt pine boughs combined with animal
glue. (Sumi ink is from Japan and can be
used to practice your strokes.)
• Chinese brushes - handmade of animal
fur – ref fox, beaver, horse tail, sheep;
rooster feathers, rat whiskers; always come
to a point when wet; made for particular
purposes.
• Paper – chosen for the subject matter.
Traditionally, rice paper, but can be raw
(not coated with alum, making it more absorbent), coated, died, thick pea paper,
with fibers or flecks or gold; some from
mulberry bark pulp. Waterproof paper is
painted in the meticulous style with layers
and layers of layers of paint.
The two styles of brush painting are:
• Meticulous – often referred to as “court
style” painting.
• Freehand – loosely termed watercolor
or brush painting.
The scholar-bureaucrats, literati of imperial
China, came up with the concept of the 4
gentlemen which :
• Emphasize the important things in their
culture
• Represent the seasons of the year
• Represent the flower or plant of the
season
• Represent the virtues of the season

Each would use 1 or 2 basic strokes (there
are 8 basic strokes in calligraphy)
1st Gentleman – Bamboo - Summer (a very
durable, prolific plant that is hollow, symbolizing it is always open to receiving more
knowledge). Marilyn demonstrated how
she uses the side of the brush, using the
bone stroke, to create bamboo, putting
knots in between the segments with a
smaller brush. To make the bamboo look
open in the center she squeezes the center
of the brush out and dips each side of the
brush in ink, then makes a stroke. For the
bamboo leaves, she uses a pretty wet
brush, creating a thick and thin stroke by
holding the brush straight up and down,
starting with the tip, press, and lift. Compositions of bamboo always have a “host
and guest,” meaning one larger piece and
one smaller piece of bamboo. The artist
should never fill the paper, but leave space
in the composition. The artist strives for a
simple, elegant composition with space for
the life force all around the elements.
2nd Gentleman – Plum Blossom – Winter
(the plum tree is the first to bloom). Use a
dry brush, creating old growth at the bottom and new growth at the top. The blossom is created with 5 little circles and then
stamen are added after the petals dry.
Cluster the blossoms right on the branches
(no leaves). Or use the brush to make the
petals with the dip, press and lift brush
technique, adding stamen after the petals
dry. You can use watercolor paint to create the blossoms.
3rd Gentleman – Orchid – Spring
(representing humility; hides in the woods;
contemplative).
You hold the brush
straight up and down and do big arching
strokes, creating the eye of the phoenix
with the second stroke. The strokes of the
orchid leaves must be done in a very proper way.
4th Gentleman – Chrysanthemum – Fall.
If you want to do a sketch on your paper
first, you must use charcoal or very pale
ink, and then go over it with the meticulous style of brush painting.
Marilyn uses a piece of wool felt under her
paper for padding and absorption. You do
not want a real wet brush – the tricky part
is learning the proper water to ink ratio.
Marilyn wets her brush first, then dips it in
her ink, then tests it on a paper towel.
Marilyn demonstrated the bone stroke –
which is one line. For this stroke you rest
your brush on your fourth finger with a
cupped hand (cupped in a shape that
would hold an egg) while resting your

hand on your paper so you have a wide
range of motion. You hold the brush
straight up and down and hide the beginning and ending of the stroke by going
over it at the beginning and end, called
“hiding the tail.”
Each painting should be completed with
calligraphy and chops (red ink blocks). The
simplest inscription consists of the artist's
name and the date. Sometimes the inscription could include the occasion for the
painting and the name of the person for
whom the painting was done. It could be
about the subject and style of the painting.
Quite often the artist might include a piece
of poetry or a literary allusion. These are
all followed by the artist's own seal.
The seals can be carved in stone. It can
contain a name, poetical saying, a design
or symbol which has a connection with the
painting. The seals are pressed into a pot
or tin of cinnabar paste, a scarlet red color,
and are impressed onto the painting.
We thank Marilyn for a very informative
and entertaining presentation. We can see
that this art form is very philosophical,
contemplative, and disciplined, requiring in
depth study and practice to truly understand and execute.
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VOLUNTEER AT A
SHOW
Help at one of our
shows with receiving,
hanging, or retrieving
and you will receive a
coupon entitling you to
one free entry at any of
our shows ($7 value).
Plus, it is a fun way to
see all of the entries and
meet your fellow artists. Getting involved is
rewarding!

LOOK WHO’S
JOINED THE CREW
Terry Lay
2211 South Grand Blvd.
#207
St. Louis, MO 63104
314-771-6887
terrylay@charter.net
Penny Steffen
3341 Leola Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63139
314-225-6265
odat97ps@yahoo.com
Gene H. Bell
22 Fourscore Dr.
Belleville, IL 62226
618-234-9022
Joanne Farris
P. O. Box 262
Saint Albans, MO 63073
joannefarris@mecom
Lynda L. Hildebrand
4831 Sharlane Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63128
314-894-2711
hildebrandmsk@aol.com
Dian Link
2200 Maine St., Apt 301
Quincy, IL 62301
217-228-1142
dianlinkrd@hotmail.com
Sue Link
98 Choctaw Dr.
Wentzville, MO 63385
636-327-6504
suelink@centurytel.net

continued on page 4
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Martha R. McAlister
1305 Wilton Lane
Kirkwood, MO 63122
314-821-1793
mrmcalister@att.net

CAROL JESSEN DEMONSTRATES WATERCOLOR
By Janine Helton
“Gradated color . . . Warm to cool . . .
Dark to light.”
“Quick strokes avoid wiggly lines.”

Marcia Miller
1719 Boneta Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63117
314-488-0551
jcmmsm@mindspring.com

Carol doesn’t clean her palette mixes so
she has good grays available. Carol hates
straight lines (boring) — broken lines are
more interesting.
Carol feels people don’t mix enough paint
and they tend to add too much water to
their mixes. To mix a good dark, use Alizarin Crimson and Phthalo Green.

Blick has Moved!
Look for their
new store with
expanded
selections at
6300 Delmar
Blvd.,
St. Louis, MO
63130
314-867-6980

From
Barbara Martin Smith
on FB:

Robert Henri
wrote:
"Your style
is the way
you talk
in paint".

Before beginning her demonstration at our
November meeting, Carol explained how
to
simplify
a
composition:
with
“KISS” (Keep It Simple Stupid). She feels
this is the way to create a successful painting. Some ways this can be achieved are:
1. Use vignettes (design or shape of painting touches the border at three places; the
rest fades off);
2. Be arbitrary, inventive palette (use a
triad of secondary colors);
3. Silhouette background rather than detail (you can make it more interesting by
adding color in the silhouette);
4. Neutralize (grey down) everything except the focal point.
Carol had already sketched a steamboat
on a Saunder’s Waterford rough 140 lb.
sheet of paper. She stretches it on her
board with bulldog clips and if it buckles,
she just pulls it tighter and re-clips it. She
always does a value sketch first unless she
is painting on location. She worked quickly around the page and around the color
wheel, wet on wet, with a 2 inch chisel
brush. She emphasized large shapes first
and details last. When the first wash was
dry, she worked in more and more detail,
giving a lot of color advice:

A trick for painting a bridge in the background is to wash the whole area with a
grayed down color; then go back over it
with just enough fine lines to give the impression of the bridge iron works and
structure. Carol likes to interrupt a long
straight line with figures, posts, etc. She
also paints her long fine lines with a a rigger brush.
For lettering, blot in one spot while the
paint is wt to break up the solid color,
creating gradation.
Carol feels “figures give scale” to a composition, but they must have shadows or they
will look like vampires.
To life paint, when the paint has dried,
paint clear water on it where you want to
life, wait a few moments, then scrub out
with a paper towel.
Stop and evaluate your painting before
finishing.
Carol also shared her delightful sense of
humor with us which made the evening so
entertaining and enjoyable. We heard
stories of her teaching experiences and
some great jokes.
We thank Carol for sharing her amazing
talent, demonstrated with ease, and great
tips acquired over years of experience.

“When you put down a warm, reach for
a cool; when you put down a cool, reach
for a warm.”
“Every time I put down a color, I add a
little nuance so it’s not solid.”
“I love darks! People are afraid of
them . . . Avoid the tendency to paint all
darks blue or purple . . . Try red or burnt
sienna and then grade it out. “
“Red attracts attention.”

Carol’s finished painting of the Ben C

AROUND OUR TOWN

KUDOS
Marilynne Bradley exhibited 27 national
award winning watercolors at Componere
Gallery, 6509 Delmar Blvd., Oct. 31 to
Nov. 27, 2010.
Maggie McCarthy was one of the invited
artists at the Vino Gallery, 4701
McPherson, Oct 9 to Nov. 20, 2010, in
their show, “A Modern Landscape.”
Maggie also exhibited 10 of her paintings
at the Bush Wildlife Reserve in Nov. 2010
and did the backdrop for the enclosure
that houses the centers famous turtle,
“Peanuts.”
LeRoy Fink won the Alice Leonard
Memorial Award in the 90th Annual
Exhibition of the National Watercolor
Society. The exhibit was on display at the
NWS Gallery in San Pedro, CA, Oct. 30 to
Dec. 11, 2010. The juror for the awards
was Christopher Schink.
Miriam Krone exhibited at The American
Bounty Restaurant, in Washington, MO,
Oct. 30 to Dec. 11, 2010.
Winners at the 2010 St. Charles Plein Air
Compeititon, displayed at Framations
Custom Framing and Art Gallery in St.
Charles through Nov. 7, 2010, were
“Apples in Frenchtown” watercolor by
Linda GreenGreen-Metzler,
Metzler Third Place in
Watercolor; “Frenchtown” watercolor by
Judy Brown,
Brown Quick Paint Winner; and
“Frenchtown” acrylic by Michael
Anderson,
Anderson Quick Paint Winner.
Linda GreenGreen-Metzler exhibited with The
Best of Missouri Artists & Fine Crafters at
the Artstravaganza at ArtSpace at
Crestwood Court, I Crestwood, Nov. 5-7,
2010.
The People’s Choice Award at the SLWS’s
2010 Big Splash Exhibition was a three
way tie between “Twin Spirits” by Donna
Johnson,
Johnson “Winter’s Nap” by Linda Wilmes,
Wilmes
and “Me” by Eugene O’Hara.
O’Hara
Suzanne Galli Koenen, Marilyn Mackris,
Barbara McCormack, Nikki’s Designs,
Betty Jo Ruble, Deborah Stroh, Jeanne
Thomas, and Barbara Wagamon exhibited
at “Something Small for the Holidays” at
Norton’s Fine Art & Framing Gallery, in
Richmond Heights, Dec. 3—Jan. 22, 2011.

Shirley Nachtrieb, Mary Helen Potchen,
and Linda Wilmes were featured artists in
in Framations Custom Framing and Art
Gallery’s “Inner Fall: A Juried Exhibit of
Themed Work,” in St. Charles, Nov. 13—
Dec. 5, 2010.
Suzanne Galli Koenen exhibited her work
at the St. Louis Fiber ’d Artists “Sight
Reading” show at the Folk School of St.
Louis, in Maplewood, Nov. 12—Jan. 12,
2011.
Mary Mosblech
had two paintings,
“Three Geisha” and “Four Japanese Maple
Leaf Prints,” accepted into the Art St. Louis
“Beholder” exhibition, in St. Louis, Jan.
17—Feb. 24, 2011.
James Tuxbury built the center cabinet
and fireplace displayed in the 2010
“Gardenland Express” holiday flower and
train show at Missouri Botanical Garden,
Nov. 24—Jan. 2, 2011.
Shirley Nachtrieb exhibited her paintings in
a show, “Colors of Provence,” at the St.
Peters Cultural Arts Center, in St. Peter’s,
Jan. 7—Feb. 28, 2011.
Beth Gygax had her first show, featuring
her landscapes and floral watercolors, at
Café Nura, 117 E. Lockwood Avenue in
Webster Groves, opening Jan. 14, 2011.

Congratulations to you all!
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SHOW YOUR
ARTWORK:
CJ Mugg’s is a themed
exhibition, changed quarterly, no entry fee or
commission.
There is
space for about 30 paintings which are allotted
based on sign up at meetings. Call Barbara Martin Smith 314-961-6047
if you wish to participate
but cannot attend the
meetings. Receiving is on
the third Tues. from 9-10
PM and the third Wed.
from 9-10 AM.. Upcoming themes are: April,
Garden Glory;
July,
American the Beautiful.
The Showboat, at the
Foundry Art Centre in St.
Charles, is a rented space,
40” x 60”, two months
for $20. Paintings are
matted, not framed, and
are sold by the Foundry
personnel.
There is a
35% commission. Call
Linda Green/Metzler, 314
-469-3205, to reserve
your space.
      

Singing
has always seemed
to me the most
perfect means of
expression.
It is so
spontaneous.
And, after singing,
I think the violin.
Since I cannot sing,
I paint.
Georgia O’Keeefe
New York Sun
December 5, 1922
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Drips and Dabs

Deadline for the
next issue
is Apr. 1, 2011.
Please send
your articles,
kudos, and ads to
Jane Hogg,
554 Sheffield Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63119
Check out the
Regional Arts
Commission
website for helpful
information:
www.artwww.art-stl.com
with links to Arts Zipper
Calendar, Marketing
Toolbox, News Room
and more.

Call to instructors. To all SLWS members who teach watercolor, we will be glad to announce your class or workshop in the newsletter and on our blog. Please email Jane Hogg,
jhhx2@sbcglobal.net or Linda Hammelman, Hammelman@aol.com, with your information.
Persons or organizations outside of SLWS may purchase advertising space in the newsletter to
announce their classes or workshops.

CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS
The 2011 SLWS sponsored workshops are:
Charles Reid,
Reid April 11—15 (wait list only) and April 18—22 (wait list only);
Donna Zagotta,
Zagotta June 13—17 (wait list only);
Fred Graff, October 14-16 (still open).
Wednesday Self Help Painters Spring Session:
Join fellow painters in Room 54 of Lindbergh High School to trade tips, techniques, and good
company. The session runs on Wednesdays from Mar. 30 to May. 18, from 7 to 9 p.m. Cost is
$40 per session.
To sign up or for more information, contact Dave Anderson at
dvande56@yahoo.com or 314-544-1774.
Shirley Nachtrieb’s 2011 Workshops,
Workshops held at St. Peters Cultural Arts Centre at St. Peters City
Hall, #1 St. Peters Centre Blvd. (off Mexico Rd.), from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.:
Introduction to Watercolors, Jan. 22 & Jan. 24;
Introduction to Drawing & Pastels, Feb. 26 & Feb. 28;
Landscape Collage Workshop, Mar. 26 & Mar. 28;
Watercolor Floral Workshop, May 14 & May 16;
Watermedia Landscape Workshop, Mar. 26 & Mar. 28;
Watercolor Floral Workshop, May 14 & May 16;
Saturday Seminars: Jun. 25; Jul. 9; Aug. 13; Sept. 10; Oct. 22; Nov. 12; Nov. 19;
and Beginning Watercolor Classes, on Tuesday evenings, Oct. 18 to Nov. 22.
Private lessons are available with Shirley by appointment, 636-947-1936, www.nachtrieb.com
Linda S. Wilmes’ Spring 2011 Art Classes,
Classes at Wilmes Fine Art Studio, 1151 Hancock Rd.,
Wentzville, MO 63385, 636-639-0020, worldwings@aol.com
Beginning to Intermediate Watercolor, Mondays, Jan. 10-31, Feb. 7-28, Mar. 7-28,
Apr. 4-25, 9 a.m. to 12.

To place an
advertisement in

A fun time was had by all who attended our
2010 Holiday Party at CJ Muggs.

The Cold Press Paper,
contact Jane Hogg,
314-961-7626
5” X 6”
5” X 3”
2½” X 3
1½” X 1½”

$75
$45
$25
$15

Copyright ©2011 by
The
Saint
Louis
Watercolor
Society.
The publishers reserve
the right to limit the
number,
size,
and
content of advertising.

We sang Mirka Fette’s adaptation of Jingle Bells,
exchanged our Artist Trading Cards,
and enjoyed our mystery gift exchange.
We thank CJ Muggs for providing
the cozy section of the restaurant
with our paintings hanging all around us
and the delicious food.
Our only regret was that
no one brought a camera!
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Membership Invitation
We invite you to join us as a member of the Saint Louis Watercolor Society. Dues are $30
for the calendar year October through September. You may join at any time but dues are
not prorated. Please complete this form and return it with a check in the amount of $30.00,
made payable to Saint Louis Watercolor Society,
Society PO Box 158, Fenton MO 63026.
Name to appear in directory: ____________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________
City: _____________________________________ State: ____________ Zip: _____________
Phone (include area code) ________________________________________________________
E-mail address: __________________________________________________________________
Web site: _______________________________________________________________________
Interested in teaching watercolor classes? Yes____ No____
Please indicate your preferences for Volunteer Work
Exhibits
Calligraphy
Workshops

Newsletter
Programs

Hospitality
SLWS Board

Publicity

BOARD OF DIRECTORS ELECTION
The annual election for the Board of Directors will be at the May membership meeting, May 17. The SLWS board is
comprised of 11 volunteer directors serving 2 year terms. The board is a “working” board in that each director is
responsible for a specific area of the organization’s business. The terms are staggered so that each year only 5 or 6
positions are up for election, insuring a degree of continuity.
Each year, directors with expiring terms are offered the opportunity to stand for re-election and stay in the same position
or change to another position. This year there will be six openings; president, treasurer, exhibits, workshops, graphics &
design, and hospitality. We have volunteers for all the positions up for re-election, but are welcoming additional names
for the open positions.
Board meetings are held the 2nd Tuesday of the month at 9:30 a.m. at Border’s, Watson and Lindbergh. It is preferred
that all board members be able to attend these meetings to provide the best possible level of input on matters facing the
organization.
It has been our experience over the last several years that newcomers who join the board bring fresh ideas and infectious
enthusiasm. They will also tell you that working with the board is the best way to instantly feel at home in the group and
meet lots of members. Try it! You’ll like it! Please call Mirka Fette, 314-993-3135, or Linda Hammelman, 314-849-4096,
if you would like to volunteer yourself or nominate someone else.

Zebrastima
Tree shade stripes across the road
bar the sun and keep the snow
from melting under them . . .
While, to complete the zebra’s hide —
Wet, bare, black asphalt on either side.
Tire Tread Snow Tracks

photo by Beverly Lake Hoffman

……... R. Philip Toy
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PO Box 158
Fenton, MO 63026

Happy
Valentine’s
Day
DATES & TIMES 2011











Feb. 15, 7 p.m.,
p.m. membership meeting; Jean McMullen
demo on collage.
Mar. 15, 7 p.m.,
p.m. membership meeting; Patricia Wittman
demo on botanical painting.
Apr. 1111-15,
15 Charles Reid Workshop at the Maria Center.
Apr. 15,
15 10 a.m. to noon, and Apr. 16, 10:30 am to 1:00
receiving for the 12th Annual Juried Exhibition of the SLWS,
Creative Art Gallery.
Apr. 1818-22,
22 Charles Reid Workshop at the Maria Center.
Apr. 19, 7 p.m., membership meeting; Andrea Vadner
demo on painting BIG.
Apr. 19, 99-10 Pm and Apr. 20, 99-10 am receiving for
Garden Glory at CJ Muggs and retrieval of All You need is
Love.
Apr. 29,
29 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., Opening Reception of the 12th
Annual Juried Exhibition of the SLWS, Creative Art Gallery.
May 17, 7 p.m., membership meeting; Linda Wilmes demo
on painting iris; and Board of Directors election.
May 31, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., retrieval for 12th Annual Juried
Exhibition of the SLWS, Creative Art Gallery.
Jun. 1313-17,
17 Donna Zagotta Workshop at the Maria Center.
July 19, 99-10 pm and July 20, 99-10 am,
am receiving for
America the Beautiful at CJ Muggs, Webster Groves, and
retrieval for Garden Glory
Oct. 1414-16, Fred Graff Workshop at the Maria Center.
Meetings are held at the First Congregational Church of Webster
Groves on the corner of Lockwood and Elm from 7:00 to 9:00
PM on the 3rd Tuesday of the month from September thru May
(except Dec). In case of inclement weather conditions, please
listen to KMOX and check your email for cancellations of any
meetings or activities.

